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Improved memory and cognitive function
The idea of
using
frequency to
heal is not
new. In 1929
George
Lakhovsky, a
Russian
engineer,
published a book called, The Secret of Life which
revealed that all living cells, from humans to
parasites, radiate oscillations and that they
respond to oscillations from outside sources.
According to Lakhovsky, when outside frequencies
resonate with the original resonant frequencies of
the human body, health returns. This is one of the
concepts incorporated in CAMS technology in
which the foundational frequency of the Earth is
used to re-balance the energetic field of the body.
It is also the concept behind our newest CAMS
unit, the RJV-Jr., which is programmed with the
frequency of healthy chromosomes and has been
successfully used to lengthen telomeres and
provide many anti-aging benefits.
Last year, I read an interesting article about
how researchers in Australia had identified a
frequency that reversed Alzheimer's disease in
75% of the experimental population. According to
the Australian research, the applied frequency
clears amyloid plaque from the brain with no
adverse effects. Amyloid plaque is a sticky protein
that builds up between nerve cells in the brain. It
results in cell death and the breakdown of cellular
communication. When plaque clears, memory and
other cognitive functions often improve.

Our own research revealed that mortality
from Alzheimer's disease is now the sixth leading
cause of death in the United States. Mortality
has increased by nearly 40% over the last 30
years and all projections indicate that the trend
will continue. Regardless of whether a person
has been diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease,
memory and cognitive functions tend to
deteriorate with age. We wondered about the
possibility of reducing many Alzheimer's -like
symptoms with CAMS technology so we
programmed several CAMS devices with the
frequency used in the Australian research. For
the last number of months, we have been
conducting trials -- with promising results.
Almost everyone knows someone who is
affected by Alzheimer's-type symptoms. Do you?
Do you own a CAMS unit? If the answer to these
questions is yes, and if you are interested in
participating in further research at no cost to
you, please contact us. We will be initiating a
larger trial in the next several months and we
would like to include as many individuals as
possible.
____________________________________
The best way to contact us about participating in
this preliminary research is by email:
ccrosby1@aol.com
Crosby Advanced Medical
Systems, Inc.
13556 Dornoch Drive, Suite 1
Orlando, FL 32828 USA
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